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Content

Objective

Tagline An enclave of Dwarves have been selling cursed items to a                 
nearby market.

Backstory An Enchanter has long been eyeing a rumoured                                                        
treasure hidden in the depths of the Dwarven city of Volitash, a 
closed-off fortress city in the Rancari Mountains. The Enchanter 
believes that the only way to get access is to put the city into chaos, 
leaving the rumoured vault unguarded.

Tensions have been long standing between the cities of Elhan’s 
View and Volitash. The first is an Odenite military outpost, 
while the second fiercely guards its borders. The Enchanter has 
intercepted a few shipments of merchandise traded between                                
the humans and dwarves, cursing the items using Deep Magic.

Two weeks ago a few of the buyers of these items fell ill and died. 
The Appointed is assistant to the Vassal, and has sensed foul play 
in these dealings. Using the Odenite network of contacts, the 
Appointed hires a diplomat to defuse the tension.

Tangent The players encounter the Diplomat at a tavern or on the road. 
After a short while, the Diplomat tells of a person following,                         
all the way from Caelora.

Horizon The players are offered to be paid to escort the Diplomat to Elhan’s 
View. The Enchanter has eyes around the city of Elhan’s view and 
has put out a contract to kill the Diplomat, which will be successful 
as soon as they part ways.

When the Diplomat dies, the Appointed is put into a hard             
position, paying the players to act as envoys. The Enchanter is  
driving every part of the conflict, paying minions to pull strings.

Depth

Secrets  佅 The Items are cursed by the Enchanter, not the Dwarves
 佅 A force within Volitash also wants war, the Warmonger.
 佅 The Vault is real, but extremely hard to enter.

Ideals  佅 The players will be offered a large amount of coins assist       
the Enchanter in accessing the Volitash.

 佅 The players will be asked to choose between giving up 
Odenite territories and a dwarf invasion of Elhan’s View.

 佅 The players will be asked to poison the Warmonger to end 
the conflict.

Consequences  佅 If the players fail to act, the Enchanter will have a war.
 佅 If the war goes unchecked, Akram will be ruined.
 佅 The Elder Artifact will be taken by the Enchanter,                            

if unhindered.

Timeline

Storyline

Start

1. Chance
Encounter
Event

The players encounter the Diplomat, either at a Tavern                            
or elsewhere fitting. They will be asked to escort the Diplomat              
to Elhan’s View.

2. Elhan’s 
View
Location

Arriving at Elhan’s View, the players are dismissed, only to find 
that the Diplomat is killed that same night. They are asked to take 
the Diplomats place.

Middle

3. Dwarf 
Parley
Event

Since the Appointed does not have a backup plan, the players are 
asked to take the place of the Diplomat.

4. Volitash
Location

If the Parley goes well, the players will be invited into Volitash to 
continue the discussions and to find answers to the cursed item 
mystery.

End

7. Fort
Location

Investigations in Volitash may lead to the Enchanter’s minion, 
which in turn may lead them to the Enchanters hideout, a fort in 
Rancari.

8. Invasion
Event

If everything goes badly, Dwarves will march to Akram, claiming 
it for themselves.

Notes

Errand

Arc

Area Overview
See Appendix II of the Quest Pack for more Area information.

Rancari 
Mountain
Range

Map Markers:

Elhan’s View (a), Volitash (d), Fort (e)

Location & Events

1. Chance Encounter (Event)

Archetype Character

Backstory After the first instances of cursed items were found in Elhan’s 
View, political forces began to rumble. The Diplomat was called 
from Caelora to find a solution in the political struggle.

Trigger Players arriving at a tavern or camping along the road.

Course 
of Events

The Diplomat meets up with the players, visibly distraught,         
rattling a bag of coins and a Diplomat’s writ.

The Diplomat will after a short conversation tell the players              
of     the fear of being assassinated and someone in pursuit. 

They will be told that the mission is important and that they will 
be paid upon arrival in Elhan’s View.

If the players are hesitant, you may add an assassination attempt 
(E1) to convince them.

NPCs Diplomat

Encounters E1 (Assassin I)

Obstacles -
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Items I1 (Diplomat’s Writ)

Clues C1 (The Truth I)

Survival -

2. Elhan 's View (Location)

Archetype Town

Backstory Elhan’s View is an active and bustling city of 2000, in an unlikely 
location. In times past it was the regional headquarters of                           
the Eastward Command in the Imperial Odenite Army.

It is kept alive by Imperial demand to retain some control in the 
region. The Imperial Bank was built here to keep businesses in the 
area, it now works as a financial hub on trade routes with Kelbas 
or Arivaer.

It is ruled over by a Vassal on behalf of the Governor of the 
Southern Regions, the city has a Forum used for all public               
functions. There is a large market and a community of sages and 
learned people.

Culture Odenite (Old Garrison)

Landmarks Imperial Bank of Oden (Bank), Imperial Library of Oden 
(Library), Vassal’s Forum (City Hall)

Layout (A) Getting to and from Elhan’s View is hard work, leaving the main 
road up the steep mountain. The road leading there winds slowly 
up to the gate.

Arrivals at the city are welcomed in the main gate at a particularly 
steep part of the road. On the other side is the city square, with the 
Vassal’s forum, bank and library - all impressive Odenite buildings 
of stone.

At the Market there is a Merchant which exclusively sells dwarf 
crafts. It reports no anomalies with the items (I2), but their 
license has been temporarily revoked. The items are scattered all                
over town (O1).

The Diplomat will ask the players to be escorted to the Vassal’s 
Forum. A few hours later, the Appointed will contact them, telling 
them that the Diplomat has been killed (E2).

They are first questioned, but the Appointed sees no other way to 
send the players to the Dwarf parley in the Diplomats stead as an 
anomaly will be taken as an insult to the dwarf envoys.

NPCs Diplomat, Appointed, Merchant, Victims

Encounters E2 (Assassin II)

Obstacles O1 (Victims)

Items I2 (Cursed Items)

Clues C2 (The Truth II)

Travel In Elhan’s View every street is paved, back alleys are maintained 
with gravel and sand. It is easy to move around town.

Survival Food, wine and warm beds are readily available in Elhan’s View. 
Public health is also relatively good.

3. Dwarf Parley (Event)

Archetype Cultural

Backstory The Diplomat had asked the Appointed to schedule a meeting on 
neutral grounds, which can be anywhere between Volitash and 
Elhan’s View.

Trigger The players arriving at the parley.

Course 
of Events

Somewhere on neutral ground a tent has been erected, with food, 
wine and a lot of armed guards. The Appointed will tell the players 
should give in to none of the dwarves’ demands regarding land and 
that the town holds the full Imperial Army at its command.

The players will be welcomed into the tent and to conversations. 
Six dwarves are waiting for them. An engineer (Smith, 
Tinkerer, Prospector) in the party will be favourable here. 
Discussions will start with inspections of the purported cursed 
items (I2), if the players found any.

The dwarves shift fluidly between being angry, offended                      
and friendly. 

One Dwarf Envoy is visibly fighting for a peaceful resolution,  
while the Warmonger tries to have the other dwarves initiate          
trouble (O2).

The Parley may end in a number of ways, but keep in mind that 
they may invite the players to Volitash to investigate the cursess,    
or they may end discussions, leaving the players dry.

NPCs Warmonger, Dwarf Envoy

Encounters -

Obstacles O2 (Troublemaker)

Items I1 (Cursed Items)

Clues C3 (Warmonger’s Agenda), C4 (The Truth III)

Survival No variations from local climate, plenty of shelter, water and food 
to purchase.

4. Meeting (Event)

Archetype Character

Backstory The Merchant has just returned from delivering the Hide to the 
Buyer together with the Mercenary. They are now having lunch     
at a roadside campsite.

Trigger The players travelling on the road from Caelora, spotting                      
the Merchant and the Mercenary sitting at a campfire.

Course 
of Events

The Merchant will first refuse to talk about the Hide (O3).                   
If the players persist, the Mercenary will threaten them (E2).              
After this the Mercenary will unsheathe a large sword and prompt 
the players to leave.

NPCs Merchant, Mercenary

Encounters E2 (Mercenary)

Obstacles O3 (Merchant’s Honor)

Items I1 (Writ of Sale)

Clues C5 (Merchant’s Trail IV)

Survival -

6. Volitash (Location)
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Archetype City

Backstory Volitash is an ancient enclave of Dwarves still remaining in Oden. 
They have effectively separated themselves from the old Barakite 
societies, but remain strong in their connection to Fumbus.

Their main concern over the years have been the consistent pro-
duction of healthy food. Many of the cities inhabitants are moun-
tain goat herders and underground mushroom, greens and herb 
farmers.

Culture Barakite

Landmarks Guard Post (Visitor’s Gate), Temple (Hall of Intricate Machinery), 
Riddle Wall (Monument)

Layout 1. Main Gate. The Gate to Volitash is visible from afar, decorated 
with intricate patterns. Seven guards patrol this side, one of them 
know how to open the door (O3).
2. Secondary Gate. This is the Visitor’s area, where humans are 
told to wait when in Volitash. There are a few stone benches 
and some wine, the place is empty, unwelcoming and ice cold.                            
The Dwarf Envoy will meet with the players while they are there.
3. Secret Gate 1. Hidden in plain sight. Few know how to                 
open it (O4).
4. Secret Gate 2. A small hallway leading to the second secret gate, 
which is possible to open in the same manner.
5. City. Houses are built into the stone columns. There are many 
inhabitants on this level, each of them living quite lavishly.
6. Common Hall. A large common area where dwarves eat, drink, 
debate and participate in social activities.
7. Forge. A large forge equipped to create almost any metal object. 
Iron and other metals are extracted from the upper level mines. 
The Enchanter’s Insider works here, adding a special ingredient 
(I3) to some items, allowing them to be cursed.
8. Hall of Intricate Machinery. This is both  a temple to Fumbus 
and a fully working hospital to accommodate their need for        
medical attention.
9. Warmonger’s Chambers. The Warmonger’s house is secluded. 
Has a few Spirit Shrines of a compromising nature at home. Will 
attack anyone breaking or sneaking in (E3).
10. Riddle Wall. It requires years of work or divine inspiration to 
solve this mathematical puzzle wall to open the door (O5). The 
outside of the Riddle Wall is protected by strange squids, hiding 
in the water (E4).
11. Staircase to Vault. To enter this room, first a riddle has to be 
solved based on a chemical compound mapped out on the door 
(O6). Several hundred meters of stairs down into the bowels of 
the mountain there is a vault that requires a key (O7). Inside that 
vault is the orb (I4).
12. Staircase to Upper City. Looks about the same as the City with 
two levels more above it. These sections include mining activities.

NPCs Warmonger, Dwarf Envoy, Insider

Encounters E3 (Warmonger), E4 (Deep squids)

Obstacles O3 (Gate), O4 (Secret Gate), O5 (Riddle wall), O6 (Compound), 
O7 (Key)

Items I3 (Deep Dust), I4 (Shulgi’s Eye)

Clues C5 (Warmonger’s Agenda II), C6 (The Truth IV), C7 (The Vault)

Travel Travel in and around Volitash is fairly simple, in light of the climate 
and elevation in the area. The way to the main gate is a beautifully 
paved cart road all the way to the main path between Akram and 
Elhan’s View.

Survival Volitash is cold and wet, except from the forge, abodes and           
common hall. Dwarves are naturally obsessed with healthy             
living, which leads them to treat the air and water with chemicals. 
They are good for the dwarves’ health, bad for humans’. See notes, 
Copper Lung.

5. Fort (Location)

Archetype Fortress

Backstory The Enchanter has moved into a small decrepit and abandoned 
fort. It lies on a hill in a small valley, hidden from view from afar.

Culture Odenite (Old Garrison)

Landmarks Castle (Wooden Fort), Cliff (Steep cliff ), Hermit’s Lodge 
(Enchanter’s Cabin)

Layout 1. Along a slope towards the hilltop is a repaired wooden wall with 
a gate (O8).
2. A wooden tower about 6 meters tall with an overlook to the gate. 
Two guards are posted here (E5), alarms are sounded whenever 
unknown persons approach.
3. Tent Camp. The Enchanter’s Minions live in a tent camp, with 
all necessary amenities. There are at least ten people living here. Six 
minions socialize here (E6).
4. Gate. The gate leading into the Enchanters cabin is guarded 
(E7), but open as long as the alarm has not been sounded.
5. Laboratory. Here items are cursed from afar, using a special scry-
ing method combined with alchemy (I5).
6. The cabin. Most of the time, the Enchanter works here (E8), 
reading books preparing for the next cursed item. Three Alteral 
creatures are assisting in the work.
7. The Cliff. It is possible to circumvent the wall (O9), by climbing 
the cliff.

NPCs Enchanter

Encounters E5 (Guards), E6 (Minions), E7 (Guards), E8 (Enchanter)

Obstacles O8 (Gate), O9 (Cliff )

Items I5 (Alchemical supplies)

Clues C8 (The Truth V), C9 (The Vault II)

Travel The hill surrounding the fort is very elevated. It is a hard trek,        
but it is easy to hide in the many cracks and crevices. 

Survival The cold winds are harsh, causing a -1 penalty to Centre. Failing      
a Move while in the hills causes a Tier I body injury.

6. Invasion (Event)

Archetype Military

Backstory If everything goes as either the Enchanter or the Warmonger 
planned, an army will appear at Akram.

Trigger Failing to prevent the war.
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Course 
of Events

An army of several hundred Dwarf warriors will gather at                         
the borders of Akram demanding that the Odenites vacate the      
area completely.

They are given one full day to comply, or they will be overrun.

NPCs Warmonger

Encounters E9 (Army)

Obstacles -

Items -

Clues -

Survival Other than attempting to survive an army of dwarves, there is 
nothing else to worry about.

Support Content

NPCs!

Appointed

Archetype Aristocrat (Politician)

Backstory From Triatan, has followed the Vassal here to serve as an                           
representative. Has studied dwarf culture, but has had little actual 
contact with them.

Culture Odenite (Old Garrison)

Objective Prevent a conflict with Volitash.

Description Well-groomed and splendidly clothed. Has an appearance                            
of      wisdom, while not more than thirty to forty years.

Warmonger

Archetype Military (Officer)

Backstory Has been a general of the Volitash forces for a long time, with an 
increasing hatred of human colonizers taking their lands.

Culture Barakite (Volitash)

Objective To start a war to get rid of the Odenites in Rancari.

Description Always wears a great black steel armour, with the sigils of their 
army. Is gruffy and has no patience to listen to humans talk.

Enchanter

Archetype Magician (Channeler)

Backstory A former Galdrer, singing at taverns and inns all over Varaes and 
Rancari. Made poems and songs about old legends and became 
obsessed with one of them.

Self-taught in the ways of alchemy and some ancient curses.        
Has gotten a large following due to an unwavering confidence and 
charisma.

Culture Varaes

Objective Empty out Volitash to get to the Vault.

Description Simple garbs, beaming eyes and some exotic jewelry. Speaks in          
a clear voice with a lot of raw power.

O ther
Characters with generic objectives and traits.

Diplomat Aristocrat (Self-made)

An experienced diplomat, now living in Caelora. Is hunted by an 
assassin, but is not positive. Will be assassinated during the first 
half of the quest.

Merchant Villager (Merchant)

A simple merchant with the fortune of having contacts in the 
Dwarf community. Has bought cursed items and sold them on the 
market, unwittingly.

Insider Villager (Craftsman)

A blacksmith dwarf being paid handsomely by the Enchanter.         
Is also a fan of the Enchanter’s music and poetry. Has the                  
compounds (I3) both at home and at the forge.

Victims Villager (Various)

A random type of villager having bought dwarf utensils to use for 
a craft or at home. Have either become very ill or has already died.

Dwarf Envoy Aristocrat (Politician)

A friendly person working to keep peace in Volitash. Will go to 
great lengths to help the players unravel the mystery.

Encounters
Player Experience Level                       Amount of players

E1 Assassin I 
Challenge

1 X Assassin I (6)

An assassin may be sent to kill the Diplomat. 
Use this chance to get the players involved,        
if needed.

E2 Assassin II
Challenge

1 X Assassin I (6)

This event is only needed if the players          
refuse to leave the Diplomat alone after they 
arrive at Elhan’s View. Will poison and kill     
the Diplomat.

E3 Warmonger
Hard

1 X Barakite Warmonger (6)

There are several ways to get into a battle with 
the Warmonger, the easiest is to break into 
their home.

E4 Deep Squid
Challenge

5 X Deep Squid (1)

A few deep squid have crawled their way up 
from the Deep and then trapped in the pond 
to protect the Vault.

E5 Guards
Challenge

2 X Minion, Guard (1)

Two guards are standing in the tower,               
surveying the valley. If the players are spotted, 
an alarm bell is sounded. They will stay at alert 
for a couple of hours.

E6 Minions
Hard

6 X Minion, Servant (1)

Sitting around doing basic work, like repairing 
clothing, sharpening swords etc.

E7 Guards
Challenge

2 X Minion, Guard (1)

Guards standing at an open gate, bored out of 
their mind. Will shout to prompt the alarm 
bell if anything suspicious happens.
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E8 Enchanter
Hard

1 X Enchanter (3), 3 X Sharg (1)

Does not want to be disturbed, even if the 
alarm goes off. Feels safe with the Shargs     
present. Will attack the players head on, if they 
interrupt.

E9 Dwarf Battle
Final Battle

450 X Barakite Warrior (6), 9 Barakite 
Officers (9)

A war party sent from Volitash to take out 
Elhan’s view.

Obstacles

O1 Victims
Exploration, Lost

The authorities have lost control on who 
obtained the items. But with tedious               
investigation on the market, talking to                             
shopkeepers, guards etc. they may find out.

Combine role-play with Investigation, 
Converse or Subterfuge if necessary.

O2 Troublemaker
Social

The Warmonger is continuously trying to 
sow dissent between the Odenites and the 
Dwarves.

It will require composure, grace and patience 
to get through the discussions.

O3 Main Gate
Lock, Gate

The Main gate has an intricate mechanism 
to open it. Knowing where to start decreases            
difficulty by -4.

Roll Focus (Lockpicking), difficulty 45, to 
open the door.

O4 Secret Gate
Lock, Gate

The Main gate has an intricate mechanism 
to open it. Knowing where to start decreases             
difficulty by -5.

Roll Focus (Lockpicking), difficulty 32,               
to open the door.

O5 Puzzle Wall
Riddle, Mathematical

An ancient wall made to protect the Artifact. 
Covered with intricate patterns. Small orbs are 
to be moved into place along a rail system.

Roll Logic to decipher the method required to 
open the wall.
Roll Focus, difficulty 60, to open the door, 
each re-roll costs 1 Lore.

O6 Compound Wall
Riddle, Alchemical

Only the most powerful alchemists can accom-
plish the process in making the compound 
needed to open the door.

Roll Logic to decipher the method required to 
open the wall.
Roll Focus (Alchemy), difficulty 120, to create 
the compound, each re-roll costs 10 Crafting 
Materials in supplies and 1 Lore.

O7 Vault Door
Lock, Door (No key)

The key to the door has never existed, but 
can be reverse-engineered by deciphering the               
patterns on the vault door. 

Roll Logic to decipher the method required to 
open the wall.
Roll Focus (Crafting), difficulty 100, to create 
the compound, each re-roll costs 7 Crafting 
Materials in supplies and 1 Favour.

O8 Gate
Obstruction, Physical

The wooden gate is not hard to pass, it is of 
poor quality, but breaking it open will create a 
lot of attention and noise.

Roll Brawn, difficulty 6, to pry open.

O9 Cliffs
Obstruction, Physical

It is possible to climb up the cliffs and enter the 
fortress unnoticed.

Roll Move, to climb up.

Items

I0 Experience reward: 7.
Loot reward: 6D6 x 10, found in enchanters cabin.
Trait reward: 6D6.
Item reward: -

I1 Cursed Items Deep Magic

Has a distinct scent.

Ten weapons have been sold to nine citizens, 
four of them are already dead and buried, three 
have died but haven’t been found yet. And two 
haven’t touched the weapon yet.

Drains the Soul from the owner, deals                    
1 Soul each day, no SR mitigation - also causes 
exhaustion after the first day.

I2 Volitash Token A coin-sized token made from copper             
allowing for one visit to Volitash. Present it 
to the guards at the door to be let in to meet                    
a representative.

I3 Deep Dust Deep Magic

A strange power with the same basic scent as 
the cursed items.

I4 Shulgi’s eye Deep Magic

An ancient artifact of great power. Contains 
the secrets to control mortals with one com-
mand. Requires tremendous power to resist 
falling under its curse.

Roll Center, difficulty 8, to avoid losing

I5 Alchemical Supplies An assortment of Alchemical components, 
about 3D6 in crafting materials.

Clues

C1 The Truth I The players will be introduced to the cursed 
item plot. The first clue that there is foul play 
is the assassin, sent to kill the diplomat - paid 
in Odenite coins.

C2 The Truth II The second clue is hidden in the cursed items 
(I1). An expert of Deep Magic may know that 
the effect is kept in place by an ingredient (I3) 
added when forged.

The ingredient has a specific scent also present 
on the finished items.

C3 Warmonger’s Agenda I The Warmonger tries to hide the agenda by 
urging other envoys to speak out.

Confronting the Warmonger will end in some 
telling words of dismissal and mistrust.
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C4 The Truth III The dwarves insist that they have no part in 
the cursing of the items. They will if pressed 
agree to let the players inspect their forges.

C5 Warmonger’s Agenda II At the Warmonger’s chambers there are           
several compromising things. Spirit shrines 
dedicated to War and Destruction with 
offerings from Odenite culture (coins, cloth, 
papers) - a sign of intent.

C6 The Truth IV The Insider has hidden the compound (I3)              
in the forge, and will use it in hiding as the 
players enter.

A thorough search of the area is necessary to 
find the compound (I3).

Evidence of the location of the Fort can 
be found in the Insider’s abode or through 
persuasion

C7 The Vault I Some will talk about the vault being hidden in 
the city. There are extra city guards around the 
entrance.

C8 The Truth V Information about the plot is found in 
the Enchanter’s cabin, along with some 
vague information on the cursing process.                              
(Not sufficient to reproduce it).

C9 The Vault II Schematics for the vault’s suspected layout 
and some musings about what may be found 
within is written in a diary on the Enchanter’s 
table.

Notes

Copper Lung (Disease)

A copper compound dust penetrating the air in dwarf cities. It causes                                      
respiratory damage, -1 to Brawn, Focus and Centre. Advancement grants an                
additional -1 penalty.

If the players manage to get military support of Volitash or Elhan’s View, add more 
troops to the Enchanter’s fort and create a siege situation.


